Abstract
INTRODUCTION
The small bowel has long been considered by gastro enterologists as a "black box" due to its length and complex anatomy. Before 2000, it was not possible to reach most of the small bowel using conventional endoscopic techniques, and thus the diagnosis of small bowel diseases has been a challenge for gastroenterologists. The development of capsule endoscopy (CE) and balloonassisted enteroscopy (BAE) represents a decisive breakthrough in the field. CE is painless and can be used to explore the entire small bowel in a single examination, making it the best choice for an initial diagnostic examination when a patient is suspected of possessing small bowel disease [13] . However, CE has some technical limitations, including a lack of therapeutic capability and the risk of capsule retention.
BAE was introduced as a breakthrough technique for examining the deep small bowel, and comprises doubleballoon endoscopy (DBE) and singleballoon enteroscopy (SBE). DBE was introduced in 2001 and is considered the standard technique of deep endoscopy for visualizing the small bowel and enabling endoscopists to perform therapeutic interventions; however, it must be noted that the preparation and handling of DBE is complex. SBE was introduced in 2008, which has a simpler and easiertohandle small bowel endoscopy system. Although SBE may be less efficient in terms of depth of insertion and complete visualization of the small bowel when compared with DBE, some studies have shown that SBE is not inferior to DBE with respect to diagnostic yield [4] . Both CE and BAE are reported to have similarly high diagnostic yields for small bowel diseases [5, 6] . DBE is considered an effective complementary technique which can be used after initial diagnostic CE examination [7] . However, there are comparatively limited data on the role of CE alone and in combination with SBE for assessment of small bowel diseases [8] .
We performed a retrospective study with the aim to: (1) compare the diagnostic yields of CE, SBE, or their combined use; (2) determine their performance characteristics in patients with suspected small bowel diseases; and (3) demonstrate the appropriate diag nostic algorithms for different small bowel diseases.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design and patient selection
We retrospectively analyzed the records of 700 patients suspected of small bowel diseases who underwent CE and/or SBE between September 2010 and March 2016 at the First Affiliated Hospital of Nanjing Medical University. All patients underwent routine clinical examinations and laboratory tests (including hemoglobin level and stool tests), abdominal ultrasound or computed tomography (CT), upper gastrointestinal endoscopy, and colonoscopy. CE and SBE were performed after obtaining informed consent from the patients. Indications for the study included obscure gastrointestinal bleeding (OGIB), abdominal pain, diarrhea, or other symptoms. The characteristics of all patients and procedures were extracted from electronic medical records and the endoscopy reporting system. Final diagnosis was based on SBE findings, CE findings, surgical pathology, and/or clinical follow-up. Diagnostic yield was calculated by dividing the total number of patients who underwent the procedure by the number of cases with positive findings that could explain the patient's symptoms. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the First Affiliated Hospital of Nanjing Medical University.
CE procedure
CE studies were performed using the OMOM CE system (Jinshan Science and Technology Company, Chongqing, China) or MiroCam ™ system (IntroMedic, Seoul, South Korea). Each patient underwent bowel preparation with 3 L polyethylene glycol solution the day before the procedure, and then fasted overnight. Collected CE data included gastric transit time (GTT), small bowel transit time (SBTT), abnormal findings during the procedure, total recording time, quality of bowel preparation, and complete visualization rate of the small bowel. The complete video of each CE examination was viewed by two independent and experienced gastroenterologists.
SBE procedure
SBE procedures were performed using the SBE endoscope system (SIFQ260; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). For anterograde SBE, patients generally needed an overnight fast. For a retrograde approach, patients underwent bowel preparation with 3 L polyethylene glycol solution the day before the procedure, and then fasted overnight. The examination itself was carried out with conventional sedation with propofol and opioid. All procedures were performed by one of three experienced endoscopists, each of whom had previously conducted at least 50 SBE procedures. Procedures were carried out via the anterograde or retrograde approach, depending on whether the suspected pathology was in the proximal or distal small bowel.
Statistical analysis
Continuous data are expressed as mean ± SD and range, and categorical data are showed as percen tages. Student's t test was used to compare age distributions between the CE and SBE groups. The χ 2 test was used to compare positivedetection rates and sex distribution between the CE and SBE groups. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS version 20.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, United States).
RESULTS
Patient characteristics
Seven hundred patients who underwent CE and/or SBE were reviewed in the present study. Figure 1 ). The diagnostic yield of CE in patients with OGIB was greater than that in those with no bleeding (70.5% vs 43.8%, P < 0.01) ( Table 3) . For eight patients, capsules were retained at the lesion sites, leading to a capsuleretention rate of 2.0%. Five of these patients were diagnosed with CD, two were diagnosed with lymphoma, and another patient had diverticulum with ulceration. Retained capsules were subsequently removed via surgery. We also examined whether there was any difference between the OMOM system and MiroCam system. Supplementary Figure 2) . The diagnostic yield for small bowel diseases by SBE was greater than that by CE (69.7% vs 57.6%). There was no significant difference in the diagnostic yield of SBE between patients with OGIB and those with no bleeding (72.5% vs 68.9%, P = 0.534). In a subgroup analysis, the diagnostic yield for OGIB by SBE was similar to by CE (72.5% vs 70.5%). In addition, the diagnostic yield for small bowel diseases in patients with no bleeding tended to be greater using SBE compared with CE (68.9% vs 43.8%, P < 0.01) ( Table 3 ).
CE combined with SBE
Fortyseven patients underwent CE (including 30 with OGIB, 11 with abdominal pain, 1 with diarrhea, and 5 with weight loss) and were subsequently subjected to SBE. The small intestinal findings on SBE in patients with negative evaluation or definite findings on CE are shown in Table 4 . Of 47 patients, 45 had positive findings by CE examination followed by SBE and 42 had positive findings by SBE examination. The diagnostic yield of SBE with findings on prior CE was 93.3% (42/45), which was a high diagnostic yield. Two cases of superficial ulcer and mucosal erosion that were missed by CE were found by SBE. However, CE also detected one mass and two cases of CD that were not detected by SBE.
DISCUSSION
Current options for diagnosing small bowel diseases include push enteroscopy, CE, DBE, SBE, and intra operative enteroscopy. Push enteroscopy has a limited depth of insertion. Intraoperative enteroscopy is the most invasive method and its use has diminished with the development of CE and BAE. CE is widely used to screen for various small bowel diseases, but is limited by a lack of therapeutic ability, as well as imprecise localization and the required collection of biopsy specimens. DBE is a deep enteroscopy technique that overcomes these shortcomings, but has the disadvantages of complex preparation and handling procedures. SBE was recently introduced as an alternative deep enteroscopy technique, with some studies demonstrating that it can provide a high diagnostic yield and enable therapeutic inter ventions [912] . In the present study, the diagnostic yield of SBE for small bowel diseases was 69.7%, which suggests that SBE has a high diagnostic yield. However, previous studies showed the complete visualization rate of the small bowel using SBE was lower than when using DBE; the rate of complete enteroscopy using DBE was 40%80%, while using SBE was 0%25% [13] . This indicated that CE, DBE, and SBE all have advantages and limitations. It is therefore important to select the appropriate diagnostic algorithms when small bowel disease is suspected, and should be made on a case bycase basis and dependent on clinical scenario, diagnostic yield, involved risks, availability, and patient preference. In this study, OGIB was a common indication for small bowel endoscopy. Unless contraindicated, CE is recommended as the initial diagnostic test for patients with suspected OGIB [14] , as it is minimally invasive, easily tolerated, and can theoretically visualize the entire small bowel. Here, the diagnostic yield of CE for small bowel abnormalities in patients with OGIB was 70.5%, with this result being supported by previous studies [15, 16] . CE and BAE are also considered comple mentary procedures for the evaluation and treatment of OGIB [1720] . Previous studies have supported using the noninvasive CE technique for patients with OGIB, with a subsequent DBE examination if necessary [21] . In the present study, CE found small bowel lesions in 30 patients with OGIB who were subsequently subjected to SBE. Twenty-eight patients had confirmed diagnosis by SBE examination. If falsenegative rates were considered, our data suggested that both SBE and CE did miss some lesions. This study supports the belief that CE evaluation should remain the preferred initial strategy for patients with OGIB because of its relative noninvasiveness and acceptable diagnostic yield. However, SBE is useful in cases in which the CE result is ambiguous and further examination or a biopsy is required. For patients with no bleeding, previous studies have not detected a difference between DBE and CE in identifying small bowel abnormalities [22] . However, we found that for identifying small bowel abnormalities in patients with no bleeding, the diagnostic yield of SBE was higher than that of CE (68.9% vs 43.8%).
SBE has the potential to become a useful technique for deep enteroscopy, as it has a reasonable depth of insertion, can be administered using standard conscious sedation, and can be used with existing endoscopy systems. In addition, the SBE technique is easy to learn and can be rapidly incorporated into an endoscopy unit [23, 24] . In our study, SBE generated a high diagnostic yield for small bowel diseases (overall diagnostic yield, 69.7%), as well as for patients with OGIB and those without bleeding (72.5% vs 68.5%). A previous study recommended an initial CE examination that should be followed by DBE if necessary [7] . Here, we combined CE and SBE techniques to detect small bowel diseases and found that 45 patients had positive findings by CE examination followed by SBE, and 42 patients had positive findings by SBE examination. The diagnostic yield of SBE with prior CE was 93.3% (42/45), which was a high diagnostic yield.
In summary, SBE appears to be a safe and effective method for diagnosing small bowel disease, especially for patients with OGIB. CE followed by SBE represents an especially effective strategy for determining the cause of small bowel disease when findings from initial CE examinations are indeterminate.
COMMENTS
Background
The diagnosis of small bowel diseases was difficult until the advent of capsule endoscopy (CE) and balloon-assisted enteroscopy (BAE). Both CE and BAE were reported to have similarly high diagnostic yields of small bowel disorders. Single balloon enteroscopy (SBE), which is an alternative technique of double balloon enteroscopy (DBE) for examining the deep small bowel, is simpler and easier to handle. There is limited data on the role of CE, both in comparison and combination with SBE, in the assessment of small bowel diseases.
Research frontiers
In this study, the authors aimed to evaluate the diagnostic yields associated with CE, SBE, or their combined use in patients with suspected small bowel diseases, as well as demonstrate the appropriate selection for different small bowel diseases.
Innovations and breakthroughs
This study was a single-center experience in China involving 700 patients who underwent CE and/or SBE. The diagnostic yield difference in detecting small bowel diseases between CE and SBE was evaluated. The diagnostic yields of different indications and findings of CE and/or SBE were analyzed in detail. At the same time, the advantage of SBE combined with prior CE was also evaluated.
Applications
Both CE and SBE have high diagnostic yields of small bowel disorders. SBE has a similar diagnostic yield for patients with obscure gastrointestinal bleeding and a higher diagnostic yield with non-bleeding compared with CE. CE followed by SBE represents an especially effective strategy for determining small bowel disease.
Terminology
CE refers to a miniature capsule-shaped camera that takes multiple pictures as its passes through the small intestine. SBE is a method of enteroscopy that can lead to the observation of the small intestine via the mouth or anus with the help of a balloon attached to the distal end of a soft overtube.
